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PHYSICAL PARAMETERS OF THE COMPONENTSOF THE VISUAL BINARY CCDM 11289{6256KHALIULLIN, KH.F.1; KHALIULLINA, A.I.1; ANTIPIN, S.V.1;2, SAMUS, N.N.2;11 Sternberg Astronomial Institute, 13, University Ave., 119992 Mosow, Russia2 Institute of Astronomy, Russian Aademy of Sienes, 48, Pyatnitskaya Str., Mosow 119017, Russia;e-mail: antipin�sai.msu.ru, samus�sai.msu.ru

Reently (Fabriius et al., 2002), the star HD 99898 was disovered to be a visualbinary (CCDM 11289{6256) with VA=9:m9, VB=10:m3, and � = 0:008. Somewhat earlier, itwas found to be an elipsing system with P = 5:d048912 (Pojmanski, 2000). Otero andWils (2006) reported fast apsidal motion of the elipsing binary's ellipti orbit, with theperiod Uobs = 135� 10 years.Earlier the star, whih is a member of the young assoiation Cru OB1, was onsidereda single objet. Its brightness variability was �rst notied from outside-atmosphere ultra-violet observations by Wesselius et al. (1982), and it entered the Supplement to the NSVatalog as NSV 18773. From Str�omgren and H� photometry, Kaltheva and Georgiev(1994) estimated the star's absolute parameters. However, the disovery of the star beinga visual binary and of its elipsing variability makes it neessary to revise the parametersdetermined earlier.Figures 1 and 2 present the V-band and I-band light urves of NSV 18773, respetivelyfrom ASAS-3 (Pojmanski, 2002) and ASAS-2 (Pojmanski, 2000) data. To plot the urves,the phases of the observations near MinI and MinII were alulated with the same epoh,MinI = HJD 2452068.1717(22), whih orresponds to the primary minimum epoh in themiddle of the available observations, but with di�erent periods, PI and PII respetively forMinI (phases between 0.75 and 0.25) and MinII (phases between 0.25 and 0.75), derivedfrom our analysis of all the observations:PI = 5:d049164(10); PII = 5:d049833(12):It appears from the �gures that the V-band and I-band light urves are very similarand that the primary minimum is twie wider than the seondary one, evidening a largeorbital eentriity. We determined the photometri elements from our analysis of theselight urves applying the iterative method of di�erential orretions (Khaliullina andKhaliullin, 1984), they are presented in the �gures using the standard notation. Table 1ontains the V- and I-band magnitudes of all the omponents of the system, found fromthe derived L1, L2, and L3 and the ombined outside-elipse V and I magnitudes of thesystem. The physial parameters of the omponents omputed from our photometrielements are olleted in Table 2.The following remarks to the tables are needed.
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1. The ontribution of the third light to the V-band and I-band light urves is thesame, L3 � LA = 0:61 of the visual system's ombined brightness. Thus, it is the fainterB omponent of the visual system that is the elipsing binary, LB � L1 + L2 = 0:39.2. The minima being shallow, the light urves do not permit to �nd the omponents'radius ratio preisely enough without additional assumptions. Thus we used the naturalassumption that the omponents are of equal age. The ages of the omponents weredetermined by omparison of log g1 and log g2 to the stellar evolutionary models fromClaret and Gimenez (1992).3. Sine it is the A omponent that mainly ontributes to the system's light, thespetral type estimate Sp = O9V (Jashek, 1978) must refer to this partiular omponent.In suh a ase, we are able to estimate the spetral type of the primary of the elipsingbinary as Sp1 = B0V and of its seondary, as Sp2 = B1V from the V-magnitude di�erenesof all the omponents (equivalent to the di�erenes of their absolute magnitudes, MV )and the ratio of surfae brightnesses, J2=J1.4. No radial veloity urves were published for the system. We thus adopted M1 =(20� 1:5)M� and T1 = (31 500� 1 500) K for Sp1 = B0V, in agreement with the knownempirial relations between stellar parameters. The rest of the absolute parameters inTable 2 are derived from M1, T1, and the photometri elements.5. The olor exess, EB�V = 0:m65, and the extintion, AV = R � EB�V = 2:m02 forR = 3:1, were alulated using the UBV magnitudes of HD 99898: V = 9:m35, B{V =0:m34, U{B = {0:m63 (Niolet, 1978) and (B{V)0 = {0:m31 for Sp = O9V. IR photometryof HD 99898 is known from the 2MASS Point Soure Catalog: J = 8:m421, H = 8:m352,and K = 8:m287. The value R = 3:1 used to alulate AV is based on the agreement of(V{K)obs0 with the mean (V{K)0 = �0:m90 for OV and B0V stars.The age we derive for the system, t = (2:8�0:5)�106 years, is twie lower than that foundby Kaltheva and Georgiev (1994), whereas our distane to the system, d = (3:3�0:3) kp,is larger by a fator of 1.5. This is obviously due to multipliity of HD 99898 not takeninto aount in the ited paper.With the derived parameters of the system, we an use the known theoretial relations(Kopal, 1978) and models of stellar evolution (Claret and Gimenez, 1992) to ompute thetheoretially expeted apsidal-motion period:Uth = 169� 15 years:Uth somewhat exeeds Uobs = 135 � 10 years, as found in Otero and Wils (2006). Toimprove the system parameters, spetrosopi observations permitting to obtain the radialveloity urves and to determine the axial-rotation angular veloities of the omponentsare needed.This study was supported, in part, by a grant from the Russian Foundation for BasiResearh (grant No. 05-02-16289) and by a grant from the \Origin and Evolution of Starsand Galaxies" Program of the Presidium of the Russian Aademy of Sienes.
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Table 1. Magnitudes and spetral types of the omponents of the visual binary CCDM 11289{6256 (A +B), the elipsing binary NSV 18773 (B = Pr + Se), and the whole system of HD 99898 (A + Pr + Se)A B = Pr + Se Primary Seondary HD 99898A + Pr + SeV 9:m89 10:m37 10:m80 11:m58 9:m35I 9:m37 9:m85 10:m27 11:m09 8:m83Sp O9V { B0V B1V {Table 2. Physial parameters for the elipsing binary NSV 18773Parameter Primary SeondaryMass M=M� 20� 1:5 14� 1:0Radius R=R� 6:5� 0:2 5:0� 0:2E�etive temperature Te, K 31 500� 1 500 27 000� 1 000Luminosity logL=L� 4:57� 0:08 4:08� 0:06Gravity log g 4:11� 0:03 4:18� 0:03Abs. visual magnitude MV �3:m79� 0:m21 �3:m00� 0:m17

Figure 1. The ASAS-3 V-band light urve of NSV 18773. The solid urve is the theoretial light urvewith the photometri elements given in the �gure
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Figure 2. The ASAS-3 I-band light urve of NSV 18773. The solid urve is the theoretial light urvewith the photometri elements given in the �gure


